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Abstract

Aim: To undertake a cost-effectiveness analysis of dapagliflozin in treating high-risk

patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), using both directly observed events in

the DECLARE-TIMI 58 trial and surrogate risk factors to predict endpoints not cap-

tured within the trial.

Methods: An established T2DMmodel was adapted to integrate survival curves derived

from the DECLARE-TIMI 58 trial, and extrapolated over a lifetime for all-cause mortality,

hospitalization for heart failure, stroke, myocardial infarction, hospitalization for unstable

angina, and end-stage kidney disease. The economic analysis considered the overall

DECLARE trial population, as well as reported patient subgroups. Total and incremental

costs, life-years and quality-adjusted life-years associated with dapagliflozin versus pla-

cebo were estimated from the perspective of the UK healthcare payer.

Results: In the UK setting, treatment with dapagliflozin compared to placebo was

estimated to be dominant, with an expected increase in quality-adjusted life-years

from 10.43 to 10.48 (+0.06) and a reduction in lifetime total costs from £39 451 to

£36 899 (−£2552). Across all patient subgroups, dapagliflozin was estimated to be

dominant, with the greatest absolute benefit in the prior heart failure subgroup

(incremental lifetime costs −£4150 and quality-adjusted life-years +0.11).

Conclusions: The results of this study demonstrate that dapagliflozin compared to pla-

cebo appears to be cost-effective, when considering evidence reported from the

DECLARE-TIMI 58 trial, at established UK willingness-to-pay thresholds. The findings

highlight the potential of dapagliflozin to have a meaningful impact in reducing the eco-

nomic burden of T2DM and its associated complications across a broad T2DMpopulation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is increasing,

driven by increased incidence, ageing and population growth.1 T2DM

and its associated complications, including macrovascular (coronary

artery disease, peripheral arterial disease and stroke) and microvascu-

lar complications (diabetic kidney disease, neuropathy and retinopa-

thy), are a significant economic burden to healthcare providers,2,3

with the management of people with T2DM and vascular complica-

tions costing up to 2.5 times more than that of those without such

complications.4

Metformin is generally recommended as the first-line treatment

of T2DM, with sodium-glucose co-transporter-2 (SGTL2) inhibitors

often recommended as second line treatment in individuals who have

been unable to achieve glycaemic control with metformin (or as first-

line treatment in cases of metformin intolerance).5–8 SGLT2 inhibitors

have demonstrated efficacy in reducing glycated haemoglobin

(HbA1c) levels and body weight in people with T2DM without

increasing hypoglycaemia.9–13 In addition, they have demonstrated

cardiovascular (CV) benefits14–17 and kidney function

improvements.16,18–22

DECLARE-TIMI 58 was the largest SGLT2 inhibitor CV outcome

trial (CVOT; n = 17 160) and applied broad eligibility criteria (age

≥40 years, HbA1c 48-107 mmol/mol, creatinine clearance ≥60 mL/

min), including people with established CV disease (defined as clini-

cally evident ischaemic heart disease, ischaemic cerebrovascular dis-

ease or peripheral artery disease) or with multiple CV risk factors

(≥55-year-old men and ≥60-year-old women with at least one of the

following: dyslipidaemia, hypertension or current smoking). The trial

demonstrated that dapagliflozin reduced the risk of hospitalization for

heart failure (HHF) or CV death compared with placebo, as well as

reducing kidney disease progression, in individuals with or without

established CV disease. The findings of a reduction in CV disease with

dapagliflozin in both high- and low-CV-risk populations has also been

suggested in a number of real-world studies.23–27 While the safety

and clinical efficacy results of the DECLARE-TIMI 58 trial are well

described, the impact of the observed beneficial effects of

dapagliflozin on its cost-effectiveness is not known.

Previous economic evaluations have provided evidence

supporting the cost-effectiveness of dapagliflozin as a monotherapy,

dual therapy or triple therapy compared to other antidiabetes thera-

pies for managing T2DM. For example, on a background insulin

regime, dapagliflozin was cost-effective compared to insulin alone,28

on a background of metformin, dapagliflozin was cost-effective when

compared to sulphonylureas,29–33 thiazolidinediones29 and dipeptidyl

peptidase-4 (DPP-4) inhibitors,33,34 and on a background of metfor-

min and sulphonylureas, dapagliflozin was cost-effective compared to

a dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor.35 Dapagliflozin monotherapy was

cost-effective compared to glimepiride, acarbose and DPP-4 inhibitor

monotherapy in individuals with T2DM receiving no other

antidiabetes therapy.36–38 Furthermore, a recent systematic review

demonstrated SGLT2 inhibitors to be the most cost-effective option,

compared to other treatments for T2DM,39 with much of their benefit

driven by improved quality of life related to weight loss and low rates

of hypoglycaemia, with estimates of long-term CV benefit being

derived from changes in established risk factors using published risk

equations.40,41 However, data from DECLARE-TIMI 58 and other

CVOTs suggest that SGLT2 inhibitors are associated with CV benefits

above and beyond those predicted via the modification of traditional

risk factors included in these risk equations, and not considering event

rates driven by these additional factors is likely to underestimate the

cost-effectiveness of dapagliflozin.

The Cardiff T2DM Model is an economic model, developed using

equations from the UK Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS),40–42

that provides cost-effectiveness of the long-term health and eco-

nomic impact of managing T2DM in terms of cost per quality-adjusted

life-year (QALY) gained, and has been utilised in several economic

evaluations of T2DM treatments.31,34,43–49 An adaptation of this

model to incorporate survival curves derived from CVOTs and real-

world studies of SGLT2 inhibitors was recently employed to evaluate

the cost-effectiveness of SGLT2 inhibitors as a drug class for treating

T2DM.50 In the present study, the Cardiff T2DM Model was adapted

to integrate survival curves derived specifically from the DECLARE-

TIMI 58 trial, and was used to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of

dapagliflozin across population subgroups included in DECLARE-TIMI

58. This analysis is the first to apply extrapolated survival curves from

DECLARE-TIMI 58 to a full cost-effectiveness analysis, using directly

observed events in the trial and incorporating relevant surrogate fac-

tors to predict cost-effectiveness in a T2DM population. It aims to

provide economic analysis of dapagliflozin that is highly relevant to

decision making in clinical practice in diabetes, where the reduction in

preventable complications should be given considerable weight not

only for individual patients, but also in healthcare systems running at,

or close to, capacity. As DECLARE-TIMI 58 is the longest, largest and

broadest SGLT2 inhibitor CVOT to date, including both a high-risk

secondary prevention group with established CV disease as well as a

large primary prevention group, the results of this economic analysis

are likely to be broadly applicable to the majority of the T2DM

population.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Model overview

The analysis used an adaptation of the Cardiff T2DM cost-

effectiveness model,51 a patient-level fixed-time increment

(6-monthly) Monte Carlo simulation, which includes a kidney module

to track progression through chronic kidney disease (CKD) stages. The

kidney module allows an annual decline in estimated glomerular filtra-

tion rate (eGFR) to consequently map declining eGFR to CKD stage,

allowing costs and disutility per CKD stage to be captured within the

model. This version of the model was adapted to include survival cur-

ves derived from DECLARE-TIMI 58, extrapolated over a lifetime,

with endpoints including all-cause mortality, initial and secondary

HHF, initial and secondary stroke, initial and secondary myocardial
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infarction, hospitalization for unstable angina pectoris, and end-stage

kidney disease (ESKD). The equations used for each of these end-

points are summarized in Supplementary Table S1. Incidence of blind-

ness and lower limb ulceration due to diabetes were estimated via the

UKPDS 82 risk equations.41 Due to the reliance of the UKPDS equa-

tions on surrogate risk factors (eg, HbA1c, systolic blood pressure

[SBP] and weight), the effects of treatment were applied to these

modifiable risk factors in the first year and their progression tracked

over the remaining horizon.

Adherence to treatment and escalation of background T2DM

therapies were implicitly assumed to be captured within the extrapo-

lation of survival curves. Treatment with dapagliflozin was assumed to

be discontinued when eGFR declined below 45 mL/min/1.73 m2, and

an additional annual probability of dapagliflozin discontinuation was

also modelled in line with observations from DECLARE-TIMI 58.16

Once individuals had discontinued dapagliflozin, they were assumed

to be treated with placebo, and subject to the placebo complication

risks for the remainder of the modelled time horizon.

2.2 | Model inputs

For each modelled CV outcome, survival curves were fitted to Kaplan-

Meier data collected over the DECLARE-TIMI 58 trial for the overall

DECLARE population, and reported patient subgroups (established

cardiovascular disease [eCVD] vs. multiple risk factors [MRF], and

prior heart failure [HF] vs. no prior HF). Survival was predicated over a

lifetime by extrapolating 4-year survival curves. Where there was no

significant difference reported between trial arms, a single survival

curve was fitted to pooled data from both arms of the trial.

To account for long-term increases in mortality risk associated

with ageing, country-specific life tables52 were applied if the age- and

sex-specific probability of death in the general population exceeded

the predicted probability of death from the survival curves.

Model inputs, such as treatment effects on modifiable risk factors

(Supplementary Table S2), baseline patient characteristics (Table 1)

and incidence of adverse events and discontinuation of dapagliflozin

(Supplementary Table S2), were sourced from DECLARE-TIMI 58 pub-

lications,16,53,54 supplemented with UKPDS data42 where published

data from DECLARE-TIMI 58 were unavailable. Following the applica-

tion of treatment effects to modifiable risk factors in Year 1 of the

simulation, HbA1c and SBP were assumed to progress in line with

UKPDS data40 over the remaining time horizon. Following the applica-

tion of an initial weight loss of −2.42 kg and −0.63 kg to the

dapagliflozin and placebo arms, respectively, the dapagliflozin treat-

ment effect on weight was assumed to be lost over a period of 1 year.

Following this, weight was assumed to decline at an annual rate of

−0.40 and −0.35 kg in the dapagliflozin and placebo arms, respec-

tively, based on observations from DECLARE-TIMI 58.16

Within the model, kidney disease progression is modelled with

treatment-specific linear declines in eGFR, which are mapped to CKD

stages. Additionally, a constant ESKD rate is applied per treatment

arm to capture those individuals progressing to this health state. Spe-

cific values for the eGFR slope and ESKD rates were derived from

DECLARE-TIMI 58 data.54

Utility decrements associated with T2DM complications, CKD

health states and weight changes were sourced from published litera-

ture and applied additively (Supplementary Table S3). Published costs

of T2DM complications and CKD health states were inflated to 2019

prices where necessary. The cost of dapagliflozin was sourced from

UK price lists55 and applied to the treatment arm (Supplementary

Table S3).

2.3 | Validation

To ensure that predicted CV outcomes over the modelled time hori-

zon were plausible, modelled output was validated to UKPDS survival

curves (Supplementary Figures S1-S5). To further validate the model,

predictions over a time horizon of 4.2 years were validated to

reported outcomes from DECLARE-TIMI 58 (Supplementary

Figure S2).

TABLE 1 Mean baseline characteristics for the overall population and by patient subgroup

Variable Overall eCVD MRF Prior HF No prior HF Source

Age, years 63.80 62.50 64.70 64.32 64.00 Raz et al 2018,53 Kato et al 201927

Proportion female 0.37 0.28 0.44 0.34 0.38 Wiviott et al 2019,16 Kato et al 201927

Duration diabetes, years 10.50 12.00 11.70 10.00 11.00 Wiviott et al 2019,16 Kato et al 201927

Height, m 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68 UKPDS 3342

HbA1c, mmol/mol 67.2 67.5 66.8 65.8 63.9 Raz et al 2018,53 Kato et al 201927

SBP, mmHg 135.00 134.00 135.60 135.00a 135.00a Raz et al 201853

Weight, kg 90.55 90.55 90.27 91.94 87.73 Calculation

eGFR, mL/min/1.73 m2 85.20 84.90 87.00 84.99 89.00 Raz et al 2018,53 Kato et al 201927

Heart rate 73.00 71.50 74.10 73.00a 73.00a Raz et al 201853

Note: Where data required by the UK Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) 82 risk equations were unavailable, UKPDS values were applied.

Abbreviations: eCVD, established cardiovascular disease; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HbA1c, glycated haemoglobin; HF, heart failure;

MI, myocardial infarction; MRF, multiple risk factors; SBP, systolic blood pressure.
aNot reported for subgroup, assumed equal to overall population.
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2.4 | Cost-utility analysis

The economic analysis considered adults with T2DM at increased risk

of CV disease as represented by DECLARE-TIMI 58. Total and incre-

mental costs, life-years and QALYs associated with dapagliflozin ver-

sus placebo were estimated over a lifetime for a cohort of 1000

patients, simulated 1000 times. Costs and health benefits were

applied from the perspective of the UK healthcare payer, and

discounted at 3.5% annually. A willingness-to-pay threshold of

£20 00056 was applied in the derivation of net monetary benefit (ie,

the total monetary value of costs and QALYs) and to assess cost-

effectiveness.

2.5 | Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis was conducted to assess the impact of alternative

modelling assumptions on predicted outcomes. Within this study,

there was uncertainty surrounding the CKD health state costs, which

were defined as CKD care costs and included inpatient stays, nephrol-

ogy outpatient visits, antihypertensive drugs and general practice

visits. Due to the potential for double counting of some complication-

related costs, a scenario was conducted whereby the CKD stage costs

were removed from the analysis.

Sensitivity analysis was undertaken in the overall population, and

analyses compared results for the following scenarios: exclusion of

CKD costs prior to ESKD; no natural weight change assumed;

dapagliflozin treatment effects on weight assumed not to be lost after

1 year; and no annual discontinuation of SGLT2 inhibitor treatment.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Base-case analysis

The predicted incidence of events over a lifetime for the overall popu-

lation and per population subgroup are presented in Figure 1. Across

all populations, HHF was the event that demonstrated the greatest

reduction in incidence with dapagliflozin treatment. In the overall pop-

ulation, dapagliflozin was predicted to prevent 30 HHF events per

1000 patients. A greater number of events were predicted to be

prevented in high-risk subgroups: 46 and 50 per 1000 patients in the

eCVD and prior HF subgroups, respectively. Treatment with

dapagliflozin was also associated with fewer ESKD events compared

F IGURE 1 Cumulative incidence of events (%) predicted over a lifetime for the overall population and population subgroups. Dapa,
dapagliflozin; ECVD, established cardiovascular disease; ESKD, end-stage kidney disease; HAP, hospitalization for unstable angina pectoris;
HF, heart failure; HHF, hospitalization for heart failure; MI, myocardial infarction; MRF, multiple risk factors
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to the control arm: four and 13 fewer events per 1000 patients were

predicted in the full population and prior HF subgroup, respectively. A

greater number of events were predicted per life-year in higher-risk

patient subgroups (eCVD vs. MRF; prior HF vs. no prior HF) and con-

sequently the estimated avoidance of future events with the use of

dapagliflozin was greater in these individuals (Figure 2).

Figure 3 presents the breakdown of estimated costs by treatment

and category of complications per population. In the overall popula-

tion, and across low-risk subpopulations, total estimated costs were

driven by kidney costs. Despite high costs associated with an ESKD

event, as a consequence of limited predicted numbers of these events

in a population with relatively good baseline kidney function, the kid-

ney costs are largely driven by CKD costs. In the full population, costs

associated with CKD contribute 86% of kidney costs in the placebo

arm, and 90% of kidney costs in the dapagliflozin arm. In high-risk sub-

groups, however, higher costs are accrued from macrovascular events,

due to an increased risk of experiencing both an initial and subsequent

event in these subgroups. In the prior HF subgroup, for instance,

almost 30% of the cohort is expected to experience an initial HHF

event, with nearly 70% of these leading to a secondary HHF event

within the modelled time horizon. Due to the high cost burden of

HHF, costs in this population are driven by CV events. Likewise, in

the eCVD population, more than 20% of the cohort experience an ini-

tial HHF event in the placebo arm, compared to less than 10% in the

MRF subgroup. In addition to this, patients with eCVD are expected

to experience a greater number of myocardial infarction events com-

pared to the MRF subgroup (30% compared to 11% of the cohort). A

higher incidence of initial events in the eCVD subgroup also leads to a

greater number of secondary events, therefore making CV costs com-

parable to costs accrued from CKD in the model. Across subgroups,

decreases in kidney and complication costs associated with

dapagliflozin offset the additional costs associated with treatment.

Table 2 summarizes the lifetime discounted cost, QALY, life-year,

and cost-effectiveness estimates at the patient level. QALY gains of

between 0.06 and 0.10 were predicted for individuals treated with

dapagliflozin across all patient populations, driven by the slower kid-

ney disease progression associated with dapagliflozin, and fewer

ESKD events predicted in this arm. For the overall population, most of

the QALY gain estimated related to differences in kidney disease pro-

gression and ESKD (~64%), however, a large proportion was attribut-

able to macro- and microvascular complications (~33%). The

remaining difference in QALYs relates to differences in weight and

adverse events (~4%). Patterns in estimated QALY gains and cost-

effectiveness across patient subgroups reflected the pattern in events

avoided; consequently, while dapagliflozin was associated with cost-

savings across all subgroups, it was estimated to be most cost-

effective in higher-risk subgroups.

3.2 | Sensitivity analysis

Dapagliflozin remained cost-effective across the majority of scenarios

modelled in the sensitivity analysis. Assuming no annual discontinua-

tion of dapagliflozin resulted in the highest increase in cost-savings,

with estimated savings of £3768 with dapagliflozin compared to

£2552 in the base-case analysis. This scenario also resulted in an

F IGURE 2 Number of events predicted per life-year in higher-risk patient subgroups. eCVD, established cardiovascular disease; ESKD, end-
stage kidney disease; HF, heart failure; HHF, hospitalization for heart failure; MI, myocardial infarction; MRF, multiple risk factors
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increase in incremental QALYs, with dapagliflozin being associated

with an increase of 0.12 QALYS in comparison to 0.06 in the base

case. These results are driven by the fact that patients remain on

dapagliflozin treatment for longer, and so receive the continued bene-

fit associated with treatment.

The greatest QALY gains associated with dapagliflozin were

observed when the weight benefit associated with dapagliflozin was

not removed after 1 year of treatment. This resulted in an increase of

0.26 QALYs compared to placebo, as patients maintained their weight

loss throughout the modelled time horizon. This scenario was also

associated with large cost savings of £2609 per patient. Assuming that

there is no natural weight gain of patients resulted in minimal differ-

ences to the base-case scenario. QALY gains were marginally lower

(0.07 in the scenario analysis vs. 0.06 in the base-case analysis), as

well as cost savings being slightly lower in this scenario (£2548 com-

pared to £2552 in the base-case analysis).

In contrast to the above scenarios, removing costs associated

with CKD stages resulted in treatment with dapagliflozin no longer

being cost-effective at a willingness-to-pay threshold of £20 000 per

QALY. This is due to the modest differences between macrovascular

events experienced between treatment arms in the model, resulting in

the kidney disease progression costs being a big driver of the cost-

effectiveness. When CKD costs prior to ESKD were excluded from

the analysis, the additional costs of dapagliflozin were not offset by

any large costs associated with placebo, thereby making the analysis

less cost-effective. It should be noted, however, that CKD stages are

associated with a cost burden, and so the results of this scenario are

unlikely, but are illustrative to show the impact on modelled outcomes

in the most extreme case of no CKD stage costs.

3.3 | UK health economic impact

The potential value associated with dapagliflozin at the population

level is considerable, due principally to the size of the relevant T2DM

population. Supplementary Table S4 presents results for the overall

DECLARE-TIMI 58 population scaled to the UK population based on

estimates of T2DM prevalence1,57 and the proportion of the general

T2DM population represented by the trial.58,59

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study we undertook an economic evaluation using data from

the DECLARE-TIMI 58 trial and demonstrated that dapagliflozin

appears to be a cost-effective treatment for people with T2DM and

F IGURE 3 Total discounted costs predicted per person over a lifetime for the overall population and population subgroups. AE, adverse
event; Dapa, dapagliflozin; ECVD, established cardiovascular disease; ESKD, end-stage kidney disease; HAP, hospitalization for unstable angina
pectoris; HF, heart failure; HHF, hospitalization for heart failure; MI, myocardial infarction; MRF, multiple risk factors
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with established CV disease or with multiple risk factors for CV dis-

ease, and for people with T2DM with and without prior HF. The cost-

effectiveness of dapagliflozin across the patient subgroups reflected

the pattern in events avoided; dapagliflozin was estimated to be most

cost-effective in higher-risk subgroups in which dapagliflozin was

associated with the greatest reduction in kidney disease progression

and number of ESKD events.

There have been two previous economic analyses using SGLT2

inhibitor CVOTs, both with EMPA-REG.60,61 However, EMPA-REG

recruited people with T2DM with eCVD only, thereby limiting the

generalizability of these cost-effectiveness results to a wider T2DM

population. In addition, a recent study compared the cost of

preventing HF events in people with T2DM treated with

empagliflozin, canagliflozin or dapagliflozin. The results demon-

strated empagliflozin to be the most cost-saving treatment. How-

ever, the analysis did not take into account differences in trial

design; EMPA-REG included only patients with eCVD,14 CANVAS

included 66% with eCVD,15 whereas only 41% in DECLARE-TIMI

58 had eCVD.16 DECLARE-TIMI 58 may be considered to be more

representative of the general T2DM population than EMPA-REG

and CANVAS as it included a broader population. The results of

DECLARE-TIMI 58 demonstrated that the HF and kidney outcome

benefits of SGLT2 inhibitors observed in patients with established

disease also extend to lower-risk patients. Of particular relevance to

delivering value within the context of a healthcare system is the pre-

vention of primary events. In this regard, the large proportion of

individuals in DECLARE-TIMI 58 without established comorbidities

is both noteworthy and in contrast to evidence for other SGLT2

inhibitors. Given the high costs associated with treating people with

comorbidities, the value of delaying disease progression and the

development of HF and CKD presents a huge opportunity to avoid

the cascade of costs associated with treating these comorbidities.

Of note is a recent analysis utilizing synthesized evidence from three

CVOTs and observational data (EMPA-REG, CANVAS, DECLARE-

TIMI 58 and CVD-REAL), which demonstrated that SGLT2 inhibitors

as a class are cost-effective and often cost-saving when compared

to placebo.50 The present economic analysis used data from

DECLARE-TIMI 58 in isolation, which considers the full range of

TABLE 2 Lifetime discounted cost-
effectiveness results, by population
subgroup

Scenario Outcome Control Dapagliflozin Difference

Overall Life-years 13.53 13.54 0.00

QALYs 10.43 10.48 0.06

Costs £39 451 £36 899 −£2552

NMB £169 071 £172 730 £3660

ICER Dominant

MRF Life-years 13.81 13.81 0.00

QALYs 10.53 10.60 0.07

Costs £30 837 £29 086 −£1752

NMB £179 776 £183 002 £3226

ICER Dominant

eCVD Life-years 12.63 12.63 0.00

QALYs 8.96 9.06 0.09

Costs £46 293 £43 462 −£2831

NMB £132 946 £137 641 £4694

ICER Dominant

No prior HF Life-years 13.69 13.70 0.00

QALYs 10.38 10.45 0.07

Costs £31 505 £29 486 −£2018

NMB £176 105 £179 490 £3385

ICER Dominant

Prior HF Life-years 10.80 10.81 0.00

QALYs 6.70 6.80 0.11

Costs £61 568 £57 419 −£4150

NMB £72 420 £78 486 £6067

ICER Dominant

Abbreviations: CVOT, cardiovascular outcome trial; eCVD, established cardiovascular disease; HF, heart

failure; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; MRF, multiple risk factors; NMB, net monetary

benefit; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year.
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patients with the potential to benefit from treatment with

dapagliflozin.

The approach of using survival curves to model event incidence

in a T2DM population did not explicitly capture disease progression in

such a way as comprehensive risk equations may have done. This

becomes particularly relevant during the extrapolation of survival cur-

ves when the incidence of clinical events is likely to depend on a

patient's history of events and is a limitation of this study. However,

directly modelling event rate reduction without the need to use surro-

gate risk markers, at least for kidney and CV endpoints, is a strength

afforded by the design of DECLARE-TIMI 58.

A further limitation of this study is that the HbA1c difference

observed in DECLARE-TIMI 58 underestimates the glycaemic benefits

of dapagliflozin due to the protocol encouraging the add-on of other

antihyperglycaemic treatments to reach HbA1c targets according to

accepted guidelines and local best practices, and the number of add-

on treatments was greatest in the placebo group. In addition, the

results of this study may be considered only relevant to patients who

meet the eligibility criteria of DECLARE-TIMI 58, and to UK patients

(as costs were specific to the UK). This study examined the costs

associated with treating high-risk patients with T2DM with

dapagliflozin. However, the availability of resources and the capacity

of the healthcare system has not been considered and warrants

investigation.

In summary, this study highlights the cost-benefit of treating peo-

ple with T2DM with dapagliflozin, and demonstrates the reduction in

clinical events, particularly HHF and kidney events. As future projec-

tions of T2DM prevalence in the UK continue to rise, so will the pro-

portion of people with T2DM affected by HF and/or kidney disease.

The results of this study demonstrate that avoiding these adverse

events with dapagliflozin treatment appears to be cost-effective at

cost-effectiveness thresholds conventionally applied in the UK. In

conclusion, the results of this study highlight the potential of

dapagliflozin to have a meaningful impact in reducing the economic

burden of T2DM and its associated complications.
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